
Lord Fairfax House Kitchen Remodel 

Residential Kitchen Over $150,000 
 

Project Completed:               08/01/2016 



The Beginning… 

Built in the early 1800’s, this house is truly special. With its federal architecture and historical 
significance, it was a project we were happy to be apart of.   
 

The new owners wanted a fully functional kitchen with all of the modern amenities while keeping a 
traditional feel.  The existing kitchen looked nice but seemed more designed for show than service.  Last 
updated in 1990, our challenge was to design and build a kitchen that met the clients needs and 
maintained a balance between old and new.  
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Getting Started… 

The first step was to remove the staircase to master bedroom above. Also to be removed was a small 
powder room underneath the stairs.  
 

We than framed and finished a new wall with matching archways to a walk-in pantry and new larger 
powder room.  
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Planning… 

Our next step was to figure out what to do with the existing structural post, which was in the island. The 
initial plan was to mimic the old island design and have [2] columns with faux ceiling beams to match. 
Although this looked good on paper, we all agreed it would block your view from the kitchen and cramp 
the space.  
 

We brought the structural engineer on board to help us devise a new plan to remove the post entirely. 
Sounded simple enough!  

Initial Design Sketch: 



The Challenge… 

Well as it turns out, structural engineers and simple generally don’t mix. This simple thought of removing 
the post was no exception! 
 

The footers for the new 900 lb. beam and 4” columns were massive. Measuring 5’-6” x 2’-0” with a 
thickness of 12”, we had quite a lot of digging to do.  
 

No sooner than when we got the jackhammers running, we found buried electrical, plumbing, radiator, 
propane, and central vacuum lines were all in the way. This project went from a “jack it up”  and  “get it 
done”, to a knit pick archeological dig. Not only did we need to identify all of what was uncovered, we 
needed to relocate it, as it was in the way of our new footers and columns. Needless to say “unforeseen 
conditions” took on a whole new meaning! 
 

After the lines were relocated, we set up shoring to transfer the load of the existing structure to our new 
beam. Lots of heavy lifting involved here and everyone was quite happy to be done with this phase of the 
project.   

 



Structural Plans: 
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Back on Track… 

Now we were back on track to installing  a kitchen. We worked up a new plan with our kitchen designers 
that would open up the space and create a user friendly layout.  By replacing the old doors to the family 
room with a pocketing door we were able to eliminate the swing door and open up the areas to each other. 
Adding a custom made range hood between the arched openings helped to add balance from modern to 
traditional.  
 

We incorporated some old door units the client had for the pantry doors. The tray ceiling tied in all the 
soffits and bulkheads that were needed to conceal utilities and the new beam.  
 

LED recessed lighting and under cabinet task lighting insured good working light while the glass pendants 
brought a more traditional style to the space.  
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Installation…  





(After) 



(After) 



The End… 

All in all, it was a complicated transformation but a very rewarding outcome. Our clients love their new 
kitchen and it fits well with the historical aspects of the rest of the home. We would like to think that Lord 
Fairfax would be pleased! 


